Introduction
The use of cyclic action for the task of motion generation is pervasive throughout both nature and the design of mechanical systems. Sideways oscillations of a tail propel fish forward, contractions of muscles in a travelling wave allow a snake to move forward or sideways, and oscillatory inputs allow a car to parallel-park. All of these underactuated mechanical systems use cyclic actuation to produce net motion in directions which are not themselves directly actuated. The control of these and other nonholonomic and underactuated mechanical systems has been widely studied. Prior approaches include discontinuous time-varying control [GI, time-varying and averagingmethods [lG, 12, 141 and hybrid control [2, 181 . Work on stabilization methods based on motion generation with sinusoids is discussed in [19, 15, 5, 91. Averaging [17] is a useful tool for studying underactuated control systems, as it can address the question of how such systems behave in response to amplitude modulated periodic control signals. Previous work on averaging for control of underactuated systems has focused on systems where accessibility and controllability can be achieved with first level Lie brackets or first level symmetric products [3] . A related work [4] developed higher order expansions but did not apply averaging and is limited to maneuvers with zero final velocity. Both are applied to simple mechanical systems. While many systems of interest meet these requirements, a number 'This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation through an Engineering Research Center grant (NSF9402726) and through NSF grant CMS-9502224.
of interesting examples do not satisfy the assumptions of prior methods. Physical examples of such mechanical systems are: the snakeboard [ll] ; a forced sphereplate system [7] ; and fish-like underwater propulsors [13] . These examples require higher order techniques. This paper applies higher order averaging met hods to mechanical systems that require second level symmetric products or Lie brackets for controllability and accessibility. Sinusoidal actuation at particular frequency combinations has been shown to generate motion in arbitrary directions in the averaged system. Earlier work has achieved stabilization by explicitly determining the time varying amplitudes for the sinusoidal inputs. By simply applying a constant error signal over whole periods of the control signals, we can avoid the complicated results that are inherent in continuous time amplitude modulation. Under our feedback scheme, the system evolves in discrete time, and stability results follow easily. These results are in part an extension of previous work in [3] , and a fusion with the work on motion prim-
Sec. 2 of this paper reviews mechanical systems and their relevant properties. Sec. 3 presents an extension of averaging to include second-order terms. These results are used in Sec. 4 t o construct controls that stabilize mechanical system trajectories. We demonstrate these results with a simulation in Sec. 5.
Underactuated Mechanical Systems
Recall that the general form of a mechanical system may be written as where summation over upper and lower indices is assumed, q E R", U E R", M is the mass matrix (or kinetic energy metric), C contains Coriolis and centrifugal terms, B contains potential forces such as gravity, E are applied forces on the system (such as drag), and X are the control vector fields. Typically E decomposes into statefeedback terms Eo(q, q ) and disspative forces The control vector fields of mechanical systems have useful inherent properties; some important ones being Lie-algebraic. For simple mechanical systems, these Liealgebraic properties are clarified via the use of homc-
and define so that we have
The vector fields S(z), D"ft(z), and XFft(z) belong to the set of scalar functions on R2" which are arbitrary functions of q and homogeneous polynomials in qi of degree 1, 0, and -1 respectively. One can use these homogeneity properties to show that where < X u : Xb > is the symmetric product between x b and Xu. These relations lead to further Lie-algebraic equalities which are described below. For details concerning symmetric products see [lo] and the references therein.
Henceforth, this paper will make assumptions on the Lie-algebraic properties of the vector fields of Eq. (1) which are a slight generalization of these observations and apply to general mechanical systems, where the vector field components associated with the spray, state feedback, and drag do not exceed degree 1. Because these Lie-algebraic properties hold in the abstract, the equations will be written as (2) without regard to the lifted structure of the system, nor the derivation of the spray S(z). The important Liealgebraic properties of mechanical systems to be utilized are specified below and in equation (14) as assumptions on the above system (2) . Assume that the Jacobi-Lie brackets between input control vector fields vanish,
Consequently, the Jacobi identity implies that
Thus, one naturally gains a symmetric product regardless of the control system's inherent homogeneous structure,
We would like to examine system response under the application of oscillatory actuation. To begin, rewrite the dynamical system ( 2 ) as
where g ( z , t ) is a 7'-periodic function in t and represents the action of control inputs. We will use the variation of constants formula to analyze this system and its average.
Variation of Constants
We consider the case of vibrational control, where the inputs are high amplitude, high frequency, i.e.,
with E small. First transform time, t / c -r , to obtain
Now, f (z) is a perturbation to the primary vector field g ( z , r ) , and T is the time variable. Define the following (8) where is the flow of the vector field g. According to the variation of constants formula, the solution z ( t )
is given exactly by For many problems, it is convenient and suitable to compute an approximate solution that arises from the averaged evolution equation:
Using this approach, Bullo [3] derived the following. 
O(b(c)) as E -+ 0 for all t, with &(E) = o(1).
Our goal is to extend Theorem 1 by using higher order averaging to increase the order of approximation. Consequently, the differential equation (12) must be replaced with one based on higher-order averaging. Higher order averaging is required when a system has zero average (whereby higher order terms dominate the dynamics) or when it requires iterated brackets for control.
To compute averaging formulas, the pull-back used in the variation of constants formula must be computed. 
the sum becomes of finite order. The Lie-algebraic structure of mechanical systems satisfies the above assumption.
First and Second Order Averaging
Assume that the input functions v"(t) of Eq. (1) are T-periodic with the following properties,
i.e., the input function is cyclic with zero mean. and the time average of a matrix function by
We will also use the following notation We now modestly extend a theorem of Bullo 
Then x ( t ) -y ( t ) = 0 ( c 2 ) as E + 0 on the time scale l /~. The function y ( t ) is given by y ( t ) = z ( t ) + € W ( Z , t ) + 0 ( E 2 )
where z is given by and the functions w and g are defined,
with a ( z ) a smooth function making the period time average of w zero.
Note, the time average of g ( z , t ) may be rewritten as
Our main averaging result follows.
Theorem 4 (Second order averaging)
Consider the system (2) and the initial value problem 4674 with z(0) = 20. If the control vector fields and input forcing are smooth functions of their respective arguments and the Lie bracket properties of (3) and (14) hold 
, then q ( t ) -@ ( z ( t ) ) = O ( E ) as E 4 0 on the time scale 1. Furthermore q ( t ) -@ f ( t ( t ) ) = O(S(E)) as
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Assembling all of the terms yields:
Using the terms computed above for the second order average d2ld.r = ET(.) + c2E(z), a transformation of time back to t and application of Thm. 1 rederived using second-order averaging gives the result.
Trajectory Stabilization
Given a configuration controllable system of order 2 (see [lo] for a discussion of configuration controllability) having the form (2) and the Lie bracket properties (3) and (14), we would like to choose appropriate oscillatory feedback controls to either stabilize the system or track a trajectory. To this end, we will apply Thm. 4 using controls with amplitudes generated by a discretized system error signal and show that a linearization of the result is stable under appropriate choice of gain constants.
If the system (2) is configuration controllable of order 2, we know that there exists a set of linearly independentvectorfieldSY,,(Ya : yb),(Ya : (yb : Yc)) that span R". In what follows, we give a procedure to construct the required controls (see [14] ). Assume that there exist functions of the form (22) and ( 
Proof:
Given the assumptions on the system, the averaged system (25) 
The proof is completed by finding any matrix K such the eigenvalues of A -BK are within the unit circle.
Comments. This theorem stabilizes an equilibrium point of our averaged system. To track a trajectory, we simply replace q ( t ) and q ( t ) with q ( t ) -q d ( t ) and
Q(t) -Q d ( t ) .
The original system will, in general, oscillate about this equilibrium point (see Guckenheimer and Holmes [8] for the preservation of stability). Due to the periodic nature of the controls, the Nyquist rate is a limiting factor in tracking a trajectory.
Example
To demonstrate the preceeding theory, we consider a simple non-physical example. It is a second order system having only the following control inputs . The drift term integrates velocities, drag is nonexistant, and the state-feedback with vi = 3qi + 4qi, is: 
Yl(Q)
=Yo(q,Q) = [--v1
Conclusions and Future Work
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This paper showed how to extend earlier work on averaging for underactuated simple mechanical systems to mechanical systems requiring second-order averaging. In this setting, we showed how the averaged system can be stabilized through an appropriate choice of error signals that are constant over each input cycle. A simulation demonstrated the method's utility. Ongoing work has applied these results t o a fish-like robotic system and the snakeboard. In further developments we seek t o generalize the averaging and approximate inversion results for mechanical systems t o any order of approximation.
